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College of the Pacific, Stockton, California, Friday, March 24, 1939

Don't Miss Faculty
Play Next
Thursday Morning

No. 24

PSA Haranguers Wanted: An Angel! Record Group To
Battle For Titles Annual Choir 'FACULTY PLAY HAS See Death Valley
Pasadena Site Of West Coast's
Sign-up Hits 150-Mark For Pacific's
Tour Begins
EVERYTHING
BUT
A
Biggest Talk Tourney Of Year
1600-Mile Spring Vacation Tour
March 27
FINANCIAL BACKER

• ose collegians interested
b," _b in international affairs to
V ! to the Mai;ch of Time are
v Lar with the scorn heaped
Jhat popular news program
! Prime Minister ChamberS policy of appeasement. Every
The "Lucky Seventh Expedition" of the College of
Sixteen members of the Pacific Student Association
J Hitler's grey-clad, goose-stepBodley To Lead
Pacific's annual Death Valley Trip, 150 strong — the
e now in the middle of the largest forensic tourna
'tWl legions erase another nalargest membership of any trip since its creation in the
ment of the year, the Pi Kappa Delta tournament for
"Coderized Shakespeare" On View Next Thursday
A Capella Group
i ji boundary in their "Drang
Spring Vacation of 1933—will leave the campus, Fresno
J
rovince
of
the
Pacific
and
Northwest
being
held
i Osten," the smooth-voiced
With Stellar Pedagogue Thespians Emoting
Of 32 Voices
bound, at 6:00 a. m., Saturday, April 1, on the first leg
rnentators on the March of in6Pasadena for schools from all over the West Coast.
meet, which began yesterday,^
"•of a sixteen hundred mile jour
t half hour repeat the phrase,
Hilarity and downright tomfoolery at Pacific will
will continue today and Saturday.
Leaving Stockton on March 27
ney which will last until the re'this, the
week of the
and returning April 8, the College reach their height next Thursday morning during
• Over a hundred debate teams,
turn
to the campus on April 8.
of
Munich."
je
of the Pacific A Capella Choir, Assembly period when the Faculty Players, Uninc., pre
as well as a great many orators,
The itinerary, planned by co,e cumulative effect of this extemporaneous speakers, and im
under the direction of J. Russell sent Dr. "Will Coder's streamlined version of a few
directors Arthur Bawden and J. H.
''tr.Mof thing is turning more and promptu speakers, are competing
Bodley, will make its annual con things another famous Will once wrote, "Much Ado
Jonte to present opportunity to
e Americans toward the idea for the trophies in this, the year's
cert tour.
study field applications of indus
•About Romeo and Juliet." Book,
bj war is inevitable and that largest invitational tournament on
This year the trip extends into
try, geology, technology, as well
lyrics and music are all by the I
Erwin
Farley,
PSA
presi
s-j better have it sooner than the coast. Forty or fifty colleges
southern California as far as Los
as the scenic wonders of Califor
Bard of Pacific.
dent-debater, took s e c o n d
In our humble opinion, a and universities from eight or
r.
Angeles with numerous stops on
nia, will proceed from Fresno to
A sneak preview of a dress re
place in
extemporaneous
e apt phrase for suave March nine states are represented.
the way.
Bakersfield oil fields, Red Rock
hearsal Indicates that the show
Northern California
speaking
at
the
Pacific
For
'b. lime announcers would be "in
The choir, consisting of thirtyCanyon, Trona's chemical plants,
has everything. Clever dialogue,
ensic League tournament,
S. C. A. Conference
two carefully picked singers, will
the twentieth year of the STRONG C. O. P. ENTRIES
Death Valley with Stovepipe Wells
lilting tunes, sophisticated lyrics
held
Monday
through
Wednes
sing at Martinez, Richmond, Ala
s of Versailles." The Peace
are combined in this production of
and Furnace Creek Inn, Las
Here April 15, 16
Three men's teams are compet
day this week, at Pomona
meda and San Francisco on March
dunich—or the next world
"Coderized Shakespeare," to place
Vegas and Boulder Dam, Owens
ing in varsity debate.
Number
College in Claremont.
The
27 and 28. Tuesday, March 28,
followed the "Peace" of Ver
it on a par with the most skilful
one is the combination of Erwin
On the College of the Pacific Lake, Big Pine, Mono Lake, Lake
title of Farley's address was
they will present the first full eve
Broadway revue.
M| es as naturally as winter fol Farley, president of the PSA, and
campus
will be held the Northern Tahoe, Donner Pass, and Stock
"Neumiller Defies Hitler."
ning concert at Palo Alto High
, fall.
A New York producer could do Cailfornia
student
Christian ton.
John Fanucchi, junior transfer
School.
Wednesday, March 29,
far
worse
than
to
back
this
play.
.
,
April
15 and LARGE STAFF
Spring
Conference
from Bakersfield J. C. Both of
they will sing at San Jose State
For If ever there was dazzling en
Thirty cars and two trucks will
e?
these debaters attended the Pa
16. This conference is sponsored
College and at Washington Union
tertainment, "Much Ado About
be utilized to transport the cara
.Jey say that when Chamber- cific Florensic League tournament
by
'the
Student
YMCA
and
YWCA
High School in Fresno.
Romeo and Juliet" is it. As the
i) 4 flew to see Adolph Hitler he at Claremont earlier this week.
of the Pacific Southwest and van which will be a completelyFaculty Thespians assert, "if the
SOUTHERN STOPS
equipped, self-sufficient traveling
ushered into the latter's priAsilomar regions.
Bill Biddick and Carl Fuller
'Boys from Syracuse' can do it,
unit, including doctors, nurses,
Thursday, March 30, the group
conference room, there to are also entering the varsity di
Using
as
its
purpose
the
why can't the boys from Pacific?"
stenographers, secretaries, cabinet
will sing in Bakersfield and on
n to an endless tirade of vision. This team, sophomore and
strengthening of local campus
WOTTA CAST!
Friday will entertain at an alum
ts. The demand for terri- junior respectively, climaxed their
work, the conference has a full makers, bookkeepers, and a civil
Headlining the first appearance program planned for the dele- engineer.
ni meeting at Riverside. Dr. Tully
wound up with something season's efforts by winning the
Completing the roster of the
C. Knoles and Mr. A. A. Stagg
of Shakespeare himself on any I gates> including student and faculthis, "Give me this area, or first place trophy in debating at
Stone To Represent
American stage, the "pedagogal" ty members from col]egea> unl_ Staff and Gravy Crew are the
will speak at this occasion.
bullets will fly."
the Pacific Invitational Tourna
The choir will present a halfplay is a masterpiece of "telescop- versities> and junior colleges in truck loaders, Stan Shane, Kipp
C. 0. P. At Meeting
'taaniberlain listened quietly, and ment here in February.
Gimple, Frank
Pursel,
James
hour radio broadcast over station
ing.'
Not only does the show| northern California,
Final men's team is the junior
1 said, "Yes, yes. All right!
combine at least two of Shakes
Raitt, George Atkins, Robert Mc
KHJ in Los Angeles on Saturday,
Delegates from leading colleges
duo, Martin Pulich and Gregg
n he turned to go.
peare's plays, but five acts are| HEADLEY HEADLINES
Carthy; the mechanics, Francis
April 1, at 3:00. Sunday, April 2,
With their past record and universities of the United
ait a minute," said Hitler, a Phifer.
squeezed into four, the third being
Queirolo and Charles Llbhart; and
they will sing during vesper serv
States
will
be
present
at
the
In
this
year
looking
dark,
they
will
called off on account of rain.
Beginning Saturday at 9:30 a. m.
nonplussed at Chamberlain's
technical staff of fourteen re
ices
at
Imanuel
Presbyterian
tercollegiate
Associated
Women
try
to
make
a
comeback
against
acquiescence. "Give me this
The largo cast is headed by with a worship service and con- source professors, experts, and au
Church and at the First Methodist
Students' Conference which will
"Fearless Fred" Farley as Romeo tinuing until Sunday at 2:30 p. m. thorities in the fields with which
.ory, too, or the bombs will the pick of the West.
Church in that city. The group
take place In Lawrence, Kansas,
and "Will o' the Wisp" Coder as the conference will cover many the expedition will encounter.
will
leave
Los
Angeles
Tuesday,
WOMEN FAVORED
April 3, 4 and 5. Representing
Juliet. Truly epochal love is en- important discussion themes with FIVE SECTIONS
ill right," said Chamberlain
April 4 to sing for the California
various forums and speakers.
"
itly, and picked up his umbrelDoris Hancock and Marie Nich the women students of the Col Western Music Educators' Confer
Playing the title role In the cur acted by this duo.
For convenience and mobility
i 4 - s*
Others who shine in the produc"n both Saturday and Sunday, the entire unit of thirty cars will
ols will be the number one wom lege of the Pacific will be Betty ence and the Shrine Club at Long rent Studio Theatre production,
o go.
Rae
Stone,
A.
W.
S.
president.
jtler sat there, dumbfounded en's entry. Their outstanding rec
"The Father," is HENRY HOB- tion include Jim Corson as Capu- Dr- George Hedley, the platform be divided into five sections, each
Beach.
Miss Stone plans to leave for
let, Allan Waldo as Tybalt, Harold speaker of the conference, will under the command of a section
'
getting all his desires. "Wait ord makes them one of the teams
For the final performance the SON, veteran Pacific actor.
Kansas Thursday, March 31, on
Jacoby as Mercutio, "Moose" Con- address the entire gathering on leader responsible to the caravan
rinute," he called, "give me favored to rank high in the tour
choir will sing by special invita
nelly as the nurse. Rounding out "Christian Convictions and Chrls- captain. Section leaders Include:
nament. Gladys Bartholomew and the Santa Fe Railway, via the tion at the exposition on Treasure
2*—Stoeftta umbrella." *
Grand Canyon Route
: <th (lm| ou
the crew ate stage veterans (Grey- tian Action."
Section One, Prof. J. H. Jonte;
can't have it," replied Jean Miller are entering their
Island on April 8.
The question of national reor
hound), Norman, Windmiller, OrAlso on Saturday will be a panel Section Two, F. W. Goff of Sacra
first tournament as a unit, a fact
nberlain, "that's MINE!"
REPERTOIRE
ton, Fenix and Larson. The lat- discussion of "Sharing," led by mento High School; Section Three,
which will undoubtedly handicap ganization of the A. W. S. func
The repertoire will consist of
tioning will be the chief subject
ter again demonstrates his re- four
students:
John Stevenson Dr. Clarence Larson: Section Four,
ir
Similar Vein . . . . them.
choral music including sacred,
under discussion at the meet.
markable ability to portray an en- from California, Doris Douglas Dr. Frederick Viekery of Sacra
Two
teams,
Joe
Thornton
and
folk, and secular sections. Two of
ie quotation proving that HitActivities
will
commence
the
tire army.
from San Jose, Adah Marie Ruhl mento Junior College; and Sec
Mr. Bodley's own compositions will
' 1 Wwt ! possesses only peaceful inten- Donald McAdams, Claude Hogan
morning of April 3 and close
WILL KNOLES APPEAR?
from Sacramento J. C., and Irvin tion Five, Dr. Allan Waldo.
be included.
These are "Glory
s.
You will remember that and Allen Breed, will enter Junior
Wednesday evening, April 5, with
The identity of Shakespeare has Grubbs
from
Pacific.
Small
Dean James Corson will handle
college
debate
for
the
Stockton
Road" and "W'en Spreeng Ees
' '•Aflikj! isome Adolph and his partner
a formal banquet.
not been officially divulged, but round table discussion group on the evening camp fire programs
Com'." During Intermissions, Nor
Hobson,
Barnett
Star
.-'firaM he lesser end of the Berlin- Junior College.
Pacific's representative plans to
the WEEKLY has it on reliable cooperatives, •race relations, peace which will be both recreational
man Lamb, baritone in the choir,
— ie axis have always declared
write a complete report of the
OTHER EVENTS
authority that one Tully Cleon and several other topics will he and educational. It Is here that
In
Strindberg
Play
will play violin solos, and Barbara
'irt mm* they wanted peace.
discussions and plans formed at
Knoles may make his debut on the held under various student lead- the outstanding features of each
- i Hf• adys Bartholomew expressed
Strong delegations will repre the intercollegiate meeting to be and Robert Harrison will sing
Auditorium boards in this auspici-| ers.
day's trip will be discussed by the
Following
the
opening
per
duets.
-• Is -iter's desire for peace very nice- sent the PSA in both extempor kept in the files of the Pacific
ous role.
Staff members. Conference and
formance
last
night,
Richard
MirsThe
College
of
the
Pacific
A
"(n the recent discussion with aneous speaking and oratory, com A. W. S. council.
RECREATION
The brilliant musical score instudy groups will also afford
Capella Choir is the oldest unac ki's production of August Strindnirt. Pi# University of
Washington, peting in both senior college and
Directed social games under greater opportunity for an under
berg's "The Father," will grace the eludes such gems as "if xoul
companied
choral
group
on
the
ler wants peace," she said. lower division sections. Impromp
Pacific coast. It has been in ex Studio Theatre boards tonight and Knew Rosie," the smash hit of the leadership of George Bur- standing of the trip features.
-•> Ifs always saying, 'Give me tu speaking will find three or
the show. "Oh, What a Rumpus cham and Ed Duchler win be heid
Miss Nancy Jane Toms will be
istence for twenty-three years. Mr. tomorrow night.
Me, give me peace, give me a four of the local squad maintain
With conflict over equality of and a Rioting" and "The Bean durjng the afternoon and free official hostess of the expedition,
Bodley
has
been
the
director
since
ing the reputation of the local
* of your country."
Swimming and
tennis the membership of which will in
the sexes as a theme, the current Feed." Direction of the novel mu- hours
1933.
debate squad.
downstairs show presents Little sical ensemble is in the pudgy facl]ities wm be open to the dele_ clude 60 from Stockton, 25 on
The
local
delegation
will
be
ac
THOSE
GOING
-ess My History . . .
| ga(-es aa wen as informal danc the crew, and 65 teachers and
Theatre veterans Henry Hobson hands of "Pop" Gordon.
Members of the choir are;
"Sociability Between Men and
iletely forsakes me, a certain companied by Professors Edward
and Evelyn Barnett in the lead
students representing Sacramento,
ing,
First soprano: Barbara Harri
:er Wilhelm threatened the S. Betz and E. R. Nichols, Jr., Women," was the subject of Miss
roles of "The Father" and "The of 1939" will be on sale in the Ad. [ v0]]ey bad
Grass Valley, Vlsalia, San Fran
son,
Margaret
Trabert,
Constance
Betty Rae Stone, president of the
:e of the world in 1914—or so associate directors of forensics.
Mother."
Bob Laning as "The Building Wednesday and Thurs
cisco, Oakland, and Modesto.
The
registration
fee
of
seventyPacific A. W. S., at the eleventh Moore, Margaret George; second Pastor" also has a strong part.
day and also at the door of the fly#
^ wJU coyer the CQat of
ere told In 1917 when we enannual
convention
of
Pacific soprano: Barbara Stewart, Alice 4 In the supporting cast are Auditorium at 10:45 Thursday. All] the conference.
Many
gtudenta
the war
determined
to
Coast A. W. S. and W. A, A. or Tilton, Grace Rifberg, Charlotte Pierce Young, Alice Abdullah, Jack proceeds will go to the Student frQm the paclf-c gtudent ^
g the Kaiser" and "Kill the
Smith;
first
alto:
Minnie
Sawyer,
1
ganizations which took place in
Christian Association to help conHolmes, Jean Caubu.
are expecting to attend this large
Charlotte Meeske, Merle Morton,
Fresno, March 17 and 18.
l 1917 and '18 we were engagDirector Mirski, doing the play struction on the new S. C. A. conference on our own campus,
Ruth
Coward;
second
alto:
Bev
Representing the College of the
in impressionistic style, has dis cabin. Tickets will sell for fifteen
in a "preventive" war, a war
o
Pacific were Miss Ethelmae Hill, erly Miller, Helen Hall, Margaret posed with the curtain and moved cents per copy.
ned—according to none other
Miss Lovella Hawley, and Miss Lee, Lorene Shook; first tenor: the proscenium arch to within
o
President Woodrow Wilson
Bill Holmes, interviewer on the
"Margot's
Tapers,"
featuring
Erwin Ruff, William Workman,
Stone.
three feet of the audience. Eu
save the world for democ- Reba Sinclair with Les Knoles and
"Let's Listen" program, over KGO
Phillip
Alosi,
Bruce
Moorhead;
Activities commenced Saturday
gene Minson's stylized costuming
I." We went in, succeeded in Dale Rose, will be presented from
on Thursday afternoons at 2:15
morning with a general meeting, second tenor; Harmon Ginn, Will helps to carry out the realistic
Ing the Kaiser to Holland, and the Campus Studio tonight at 7:30.
p. m. has invited Galen "Stub"
presided over by Patricia Murphy, iam Ramsey, John Lucas, Andrew power of the Strindberg vehicle.
Harvey, radio editor of the Pacific
paving the way for the "Peace" Margot's Tapers" is the ninth in
Shook;
baritone:
Robert
Harrison
A. W. S. president of Fresno State
"Curtain" both nights is at 8
ersailles!
the series of Guy de Maupassant's College. Delegates were welcomed Theodore Uppman, Rodney Ran
"Czechoslovakia—a Post-Mortem' Weekly, to be on the program
o'clock. Admission is 25 oents at
March 30.
story is repeating itself, with short stories dramatized by Radio
by Dr. Thomas, president of the dall, Norman Lamb; bass: Alvin
A unique and entertaining eve- I will be the topic at the Internathe door.
A recent visit to the San Fran
tional Affairs meeting next Tuesy well-meaning Americans Stage.
Liedstrand,
William
Scantlebury,
ning,
starting
with
a
dinner
at
College, and Miss Mary C. Baker,
cisco headquarters of the National
g that we complete the cycle
"The World Today," by Dr. dean of women.
Roy Hemsworth and Stanley Ruth
6:45 p. m., was held recently at day at 3:20 in the S- C- A- rooms
A Panel of four students is to Broadcasting Company gave "Stub"
gain "saving the world for Knoles, will be heard Monday at
the Recreation Lodge, Elysian
This was followed by a series erford. Soloists are Barbara and
cracy," or against paganism 11:15. This program will be the of discussion groups which were Robert Harrison, Theodore Upp
Park, Los Angeles, by the Southern Present the introductory discussion an opportunity to tell officials
om Hitler, or for what have only one released from the Campus classed under the headings of ad man, Harmon Ginn and Margaret
California Branch of the Pacific of the Problems caused by Hitler's there about radio facilities on the
Studio during Easter vacation.
recent moves in his "Dl'aug ^ch Pacific campus, as well as about
Alumni Association.
ministrative, social, and financial Lee.
Musical Portraits will present activities. Classed under the social
Dr. Philip Voros, famous psychia- °sten" Participating in this panel the second Pacific Radio Poll re
fngland expects every AmeriThe manager is Alvin " Leidto do his duty."
Then the The Life of Ludvig von Beeth discussions
trist, was the center of the eve- win be June Naboisek, Chris Pap- cently taken here.
was
Miss
Stone's strand.
Important and interesting facts
The spring meeting of the North ning's attractions. Dr. Voros, who Pas.Guy Wakefield and Kipp Gimo
|ish can once more break the oven" at 2:00 on Tuesday.
topic, problems of sororities, fra
ern California Junior College Asso received his degree in Vienna, gave Ple- GrcSg Phifer, president of the concerning radio activities here
Wednesday's broadcast consists ternities, smoking, drinking and
,s of their mighty rivals and
will be heard in the interview. The
ciation will be held March 25 on a series of unusual tests in the cIub> wiu act as chairman,
their gigantic empire, swol- of Bobbin Gay Peck's "Book Pa other phases of college social life
the campus of the College of the field of mental telepathy, and his
rade" at 11:00 and Bill Becker's were brought Into the discussion.
Following the panel discussion arrangements were made through
by the spoils of Versailles.
Pacific. Dwayne Orton, principal demonstrations completely -baffled Period will be the usual open dis- the publicity department of the
Campus Correspondent" at 2:00,
o
of the Stockton Junior College, is and amazed the audience.
Last
Thursday
the
Campus
Stu
cussion, together with the usual NBC headquarters in San Fran
h Solemnity . . .
president of the association and will
dio
broadcast
a
fifteen-minute
This meeting was in the form of uSht refreshments under the super- cisco.
ly becomes a front page colprogram conducted by the Stock
Fourteen Junior College students preside at the meeting.
a benefit dinner for the College viaion of Guy Wakefield, club solist. But when you remember
Dr. Alvin Eurich, professor of of the Pacific Scholarship Fund. | c'a' chairman.
have been automatically failed in
ton High School Symphony Or
not one of us can predict
various coursese this semester due education at Stanford University, Arrangements were in charge of'
chestra. This program will not he
°
any
degree of
certainty
to an excessive number of unex- will address the morning session on Beryl Burchfiel '24 who is vice- ChOCOlate SodaU
heard again on the West Coast.
e we will he two years from
the topic: "The Development of president of the Southern Call-'
On April 23 it will be released
A Home Economics Club re cused absences. Twenty-six more
we owe it to ourselves ocThe Library Shelf, a hook club
from San Francisco for the East. cently organized by Mrs. Maxine students have the maximum limit Social Competence through a Cur fornia Club, and a.very successful
lionaliy to think seriously,
recently introduced by Mr. A. C.
of excuses, and are in danger of riculum of General Education in as well as entertaining evening was
—o
-*•
Garrigan, Miss Adina Wiens, and
ist we wind up this dissertaGerould, has been open to sub
failing if additional cuts are reg the Junior College."
reported by those attending.
Miss Grace Cornog, instructors of
on such a solemn note, here's
scribers for over a week. Stu
President Tully Knoles will speak
istered against them.
o
Home
Economics,
held
Its
first
Ice bit directed at California,
dents may take advantage of the
This information was received at the luncheon to be held in An
In
order
to
acquaint
more
stu
meeting Thursday, March 16, in
Jhern California,
opportunity to read many modern
from the registrar's office of the derson Hall at 12 o'clock on the
dents with the Student Christian
Weber Hall.
u old couple, responding to the
books of all. types by paying the
subject: "An Old-Timer in the
Junior College.
Newly
elected
Officers
include
All
Naranjado
proofs
must
be
[
Association
and
its
functions,
the
|j of some California chamber
At yesterday's Assembly, Pi Gam
membership fee of $5.00 a year or
Registrar Louis L. Windmiller Liberal College Looks at the Junior
•commerce advertisements, ma Mu, national honorary social president, Polly Parsons; vice pres calls attention to the attendance College Movement." The rest of the turned in by next Thursday to the S.C.A. is planning to devote next five cents a day.
secretaryInformation Office.
No proofs week to "Chocolate Socials."
jted up, sold their Iowa farm, science fraternity added twenty- ident, Marnie Nile;
Among the books to be ordered
rule in the Junior College general afternoon will be devoted to sec
On Monday, March 27, the first
treasurer, Claudina Houser; pub
will
be
accepted
after
this
date.
I left for Los Angeles, where six initiates to its membership.
before long are: "The Patriot," by
cataloge which states in part: tion meetings.
social will be held at 3:20 p. m.
Those honored were: Dr. Charles licity, Mary Stone.
I expected to live forever,
Pearl Buck, "Hired Man
on
"When a student's absences in any
—
o
in the S.C.A. rooms; Tuesday,
The second meeting of the new
fcagine their surprise when, on Norman and Professor T.(E. Con
Horseback," by Mrs. Rhodes, and
course (for any reason except ill
March
28,
at
8
p.
m.;
Wednesday,
club was held last Wednesday ness—two or more days) exceed
Through Embassy
Eyes,"
by
. 'ing off the train, they en- nolly of the faculty; Leonard Land
March 29, at 7:30 p. m.; Thursday,
I filtered a funeral. As they pro- Naomi Fuqua, Edwa Langdon evening at the home of Miss two times the number of times the
Martha Dodd.
March 30, at 4:15 p. m.; and Fri
ed to their hotel, they met a Harold Turpin, Henrietta Horton, Wiens at 130 Linden Street. Fol class meets per week, he will be
The Shelf is located in the ref
4f lled
day, March 31, at 3:20 p. m.
<1 funeral.
This was too Bruce Tomlinson, Mae Lou Whit- lowing a buffet supper, the club failed automatically in the course."
erence room of the library.
A night of folk dancing to be
Chairman Grant Colliver an
•
1—o
for the new arrivals, and more. graduates; Irvin Grubbs. Er constitution was read and further
o
sponsored by the S.C.A. cabinet
nounced that these socials will
J called on the president of win Farley, Arnold Scott, Marie plans of the club were discussed.
will be held Friday night, April 14
Can
you
take
it?
be
informal
and
open
to
everyone.
o
•j; chamber of commerce to tell Stebbins, Dick Eaton, Jean Miller,
in the gym at 8:00 p. m. This
Next week's edition of the
The plans for the two new S.C.A.
i twL — A
— _
'j .1.
11
io vta
seniors; Martin Pulich, Gregg Phi
what scoundrels
Californians
The Junior College Art Depart
announcement was made by Sam
Upholstering
processes
were
WEEKLY
will
test
that.
buildings—the campus S.C.A. build
e for advertising that no one fer,
Naida Titherington, Melvin
ment, under the supervision of
Takagishi, chairman of the af
viewed
by
members
of
the
Home
Watch
for
the
special
April
ing and the Hogan Dam cabin—
Nomination? for all elective of
Caviglia, William Nider, John Tra' died in the sunny West.
Miss Charlotte Spaltehojz, will sub
Management Class, during a trip fair.
Fool issue next Friday. Digs
will be displayed.
Norma
Canessa,
Violet fices of the PSA will be held at
said the president, "those vaille,
mit this week-end a representative
Attempts are being made to se
to the Tuxedo Upholstery Shop)
and laughs galore.
(Don't
the
April
13
Assembly.
Candidates
-o
two undertakers who starved Graves, Ingeborg Von Loben Sels,
showing of student works to the
cine
Mr.
George
Burcham
to
lead
Thursday,
March
16.
Purpose
of
laugh
too
hard;
your
name
James Cattoral, Yolanda Craviot- for the following offices may he
ath for lack of business.
judging committee of the Stockton
the
folk
dancing.
Mr.
Kurcljain
may be in the next sentence!)
submitted:
President, vice-presi the trip was to enable the students
to, juniors.
division of the School Arts Exhi
to get practical aspects of the will take charge of the social
Don't
miss
the
razz
edition
dent,
treasurer,
secretary,
execu
Speaker of the morning was
Dr. Larson has recently been in bition, to be shown next month irf
finable Quote ....
to end all razz editions—just
tive committee, publications com types of furniture which they are games during the Spring Student
vited to speak at two Stanford con the Hall of Fine Arts at th« Sarf
edern Romantic
Sentiment: Melvin Lawson, Pacific alumnus mittee, and head yell leader. PSA now studying. The trip was con Christian Conference to be held
for FUN!
Franciseo World's Fai*.
ventions this summer.
God keep you and bless you and vice-principal of Sacramento election will be held April 20.
campus April 15 and 16.
ducted by Mrs. Maxine Carrigan. oI
Union
High
School.
•> Ish I could afford to.
1

FARLEY IS
RUNNER - UP
IN EXTEMP.

COP Campus
To Be Site
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"The Father"
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Stone Speaks
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Campus Studio To
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Dramatization
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J. C. Students
Draw Flunks
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Pi Gamma Mu
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Naranjado Proofs

S.C.A. Folk Dance
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PSA Nominations

Larson To Speak
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HAVE YOU SEEN HIM?

DOES THIS LOOK FAMILIAR?

—By BASTIAN

—He's the individual who stamps his iron-leather
heels on the tile floor of the library foyer as he steps
inside the door.
—He's the person who makes the most of the metal
edges on the stairway as he climbs the steps into the
reading room.
—He's the bloke that finds it necessary to pass
fraternal greeting to everyone he knows, as he scuffs
his way to a vacant place at a reading tabid.
—He's the nifty who feels himself heaven-sent to
bring a little cheer and amusement into the life of the
blonde across the aisle.
—He's the raconteur who feels impelled to enter
tain his table-mates with the latest stories and gossip.
—He's the jump-bug who feels that he's slipping
if he stays at any one place for over ten minutes.
—And finally, he's the rebel who feels it necessary
to use the left-hand door on the way out, thus provid
ing a double bang on the jangled nerves of the mis
led mortals who thought library was a place for study.
—He may wear moleskins or jeans, or, on oc
casions, cords. In fact he isn't always a "he."
No, there is no reward for this creature. The only
reason for describing him is to help you recognize
more readily the college student who forgets he is no
longer in high school.
-—H. J.

|
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§ By "STUB"

The
Cat's
Whisker

COLLEGIANA
VTA RAY GROSSE
QUITE A FEW OF OUR PET
beliefs concerning the northern
country were exploded by a visitor
from Nome who was interviewed
by a reporter on the X-Ray, Sac
ramento Hi's enterprising sheet.
The favorite pastime of the Eski
mos is going to the movies where
they like the educational pictures
and the news reels. The first
ice igloo this man ever saw was
for a movie set near Nome, for
the Eskimos near towns live in
regular houses. Blubber and wal
rus steaks are not liked by the
Eskimos, either.

SO THIS IS . . .
Last Saturday afternoon your
Radio and Official Fair corres
Time to start cutting it up ag
nEB"
pondent took in the Golden Gate
lata! There haven't been en™
contra3'
International Exposition on San
name bands to talk about aro P°s'tlV „ produc"°'
, ,
Francisco Bay for the fifth time.
these parts, and it's getting haj! bilariT°,vou
,(!•'"
However, it was his intention to
and harder to get out an intefoi" 1 ,-tHE FATH' '
,
look with a purpose this time, so
ing column. (Editor's note: vv(> s®e
-, alw»Y*
3
that you not-as-yet first-timers
been noticing that for some ti t btere'
might have a better idea of the
Sapiro).
Y '
THEY WOULD HAVE TO DO
exotic beauty, the winsome spirit,
So let's get started. Those of
Wll
sKl ClXV
and the unique display of the ex something like this! Now sortie who haven't heard "Hold Ti
this
one at San Jose State calculated
the
position.
(you must be off the beat
Ski
WP
In a telephone talk with Mr. that if all the paper towels used haven't) will be interested to Ln an *U.
1' "
y
at
I
lirda
Vandeburg, publicity and press by the students were laid end to fhot
_i_
r e*t S&
that ifa
its Itimn
tune Is an .1
oldj chant
(J
n
mogul of the Fair, "The Cat's end they would reach three hun fish peddlers have used for y , Fun for everyone
(
winner "»
Whisker" was encouraged to inter dred miles, or almost to Los Ange
in the colored section of Harl ,„r tlie
.hoi-'
view visitors in various sections les. Just between us, they ought New York City. And "Deep Pur „ pick Swayn
f
to
lay
him
end
to
end.
and spots on the grounds. The
current best seller, is several jf' u
following is a reflection of the
old.
1y
various interviews that were avail
,T TALK
SO YOU THINK SCHOOL IS
„ a]] tn
his
able. Since names of Fair visitors hard work! Perhaps you'll change CROSBY CREW SOLID
t<?lllnf
With
There
is
a
rumor
in
radio
cir,
d
of
(a
tionare not too important, these will your mind when we tell you of
fe*
colthat
Bob
Crosby
and
his
DlxieLk
a
d ,0 tlii
be left out.
the French 14th century school
Dispensers will take Benny ciLjes address"
or
re
The boys got up at four to go to
VICTIM NO. 1
man's place on the Camel Cara.rJ a keyhole
After observing and watching five o'clock class. They had a 17 at the conclusion of Benny's J facsimilethe hundreds of press people and hour working day with two hours
""'Jackie Burton
tract. This will be a weli! jidn't Jackie
visitors to the private Press Club, of chapel, one hour to eat black
to Epsllon's pic
change, and there's no ques. {{laas
the wife of a member of the press bread, and two periods for snacks
that Crosby's crew will be an f,
from this State, was interrogated. interspersing their classes. And standing addition to this progt, Lodi becoming
is
She was very much interested in they speak of regimentation! By
In our estimation, Crosby hiL the college set'
A sturdy crew of Bengal trackmen are going to
the foreign exhibition palaces, the way, that came from the
had sufficient air time in this !.t were George BlaufUcb«l
especially the new French build Trojan.
dig their spikes into the Davis oval tomorrow after
tion of the country. The band L.ilwood
arguing
•
*
*
the
08" .
ing, the Brazilian display and the
+.ia.
,
J
Rhlzom
over
noon fully determined to take revenge for last year's
tains some of the most marve
night
Wo i
medical exhibition in the Science
GOVERNMENT PRICE-FIXING soloists in the swing game in W
shellacking absorbed at Baxter Stadium from as wildip ii It
palace. It was her first visit to agreements are by no means new,
in
the
rippi''
persons of Bob Zurke on pi
The t
the Fair and she was agreeably says a professor in the Chicago Eddie Miller on tenor sax, vc)u notice
and-woolly a bunch of Mustangs as you've ever seen.
row when yesterday i
surprised that so many of the U. Maroon. Away back in Egypt
lected I
Stronger, far stronger, than last year's aggrega
Bauduc on drums, and Bob Ft speaker, Melvln I-a
buildings were completed.
house rent was fixed at three dol gart on bass. This solid outfi
Fenix-like
It
rises teo hee
tion, the 1939 edition of the College of the Pacific
At the Brazilian exhibit, for only lars a year, dates at two bits a largely responsible for the pre
Why.
Momnile?^
its ashes."?
ten cents, one may partake of an bushel, and harvest labor at $1.25
thinclads still lacks track morale. That very neces
Rati
return to the Dixieland style did Ross Schneider ti
unlimited amount of tasteful cof a month. The theory was the cre
Hog
sary component of a successful campaign is growing
dance bands. And, as far as w i to Modesto Wcdn.
fee and enjoy the Brazilian "tea" ation of prosperity by keeping
Inea
concerned,
Goodman's
ceas<;
in strength, growing now even as it grew through last
known as mate. (Mate is pro prices low.
Bet I
musical fireworks are beeomir
nounced with a hard "t" and the
rear's defeats. If the latent power in Coach Earl R.
trifle tiresome. So, it's time
FIRST
Fl
"e" is silent.)
Jackson's protegees develops as it should, Pacific's
I WONDER IF THE 8TU- was a change in the Camel CS answering these queetione . bide
A second or third time visitor dents at Taft will have any luck
van, and here's the chance tly, we will send by return ,
Pi
name will become a power in circles which deal with
remarked in the Gayway that there
in their quest for a real jitterbug. Crosby and his "Bob-Cats" to
genuine
junior
Win*
hell
j
mi
ti..
wasn't anything there that he
tion he is greeted by a "What
heights, distances, and times.
Up to now, they haven't had off a hunk of notoriety.
(Not under any elrtfum-1 William
couldn't
see
at
the
County
Fair
at
the
hell
you
t'ink
you
are,
a
So here's luck to the snarling Bengal trackman in
much luck, but they're still look JAMES OKAY
•i to be confused with a Arnold,
Sacramento or any American Le
banker?" He vainly tries to use
ing for "a person who can't re
And don't forget to listen Mi insignia.)
his first meet of the new season! We're hoping they
and Mi
gion carnival. My reaction to that
a hackneyed alibi which receives
main still when a band swings Harry James's new outfit on
statement wasn't altogether sympa out."
win, for all the world loves a winner. But, if the eagle
a little less cheery greeting than
next airing. We're tellin' you, ti)
thetic, for I wondered if he re
he did upon arriving.
of victory doesn't choose to alight on the orange and
one of the coming bands. Ja~
membered
or
had
seen
the
Chinese
3:15: He is caught taking
black standards this time, remember that other meets
PEOPLE HAVE TO GET UP is playing the best trumpet o:
Village,
Ripley's
Odditorium,
or
the
siesta behind the girl's dorm by
By GLADYS HUGHES
pretty early to beat us in the quest career, and the band digs a
Incubator Babies.
are coming. Pacific track fortunes are going up!
S. Bava who should wear cow
for
labor-saving devices. Now the groove behind him. We'll hear
—G. P.
bells or at least taps on his shoes.
This week we will give you a STUB INVESTIGATES
Trojan says a U. of Minnesota this band before long.
Inspired
by
the
interview
with
4:45: He throws the last load of little mystery fare for a change.
student has put a radio receiver GOODMAN COMING
grass on the truck and heads for So many people read mystery fic the young lady in the Press Club, in a cigar box the size, shape, and
It's just come in that Bi
the shack, preparing an argu- tion for relaxation, we feel that yqur correspondent visited the weight of a textbook. Now he can Goodman and his crew will be / DOROTHY K I C K
willBrazilian
building,
found
it
to
be
there must be a few "who-dun-it"
ment about his time card.
take it to class and listen to the this way in May. Much as
even
more
entertaining
than
was
5:30: He says he is hungry and fans at the college. It is to them
professor and Orphan Annie at been roasting thia band, it wilie face that Jill wears
A future George M. Cohan! A potential Noel Cow
that we address this week's col expected. At a table, down front the same time.
a pleasure to see It again. Th§
wishes it were six.
near the native orchestra in the
umn.
ard! An embryo Irving Berlin of Cole Porter plus!
no getting away from the fact
6:30: He is sitting at table in
»figure that goes under the
coffee
shop,
your
correspondent
OTHER WEIRD ONES
this is a group of the finest
Such is the promise of Harold Rogers, 21year-old
D. H. with five other Joes. They
that Jill wears.
Quite the craziest murder mys had the pleasure of enjoying
sicians to be found.
talk about girls and everytime the
not
student at Stockton Junior College, who wrote the
cup
of
both
the
coffee
and
mate
By TWINCHELL
tery we have read in a long time
It's too bad that Good^
waitress comes up to the table to
with
two
ladies
who
had
been
to
clothes that "umph"' the i i' ibook, lyrics and music for the Pacific Little Theater's Fresh in my mind is a discus pick up something, he says the is Reginald Davis' NINE DAYS'
changed his style to conform
PANIC. This one contains two Rio de Janiero some years before
the jitterbugs' standards. Whei"
goes under the tn> e
Re< nt
smash musical comedy hit of the past week-end, "Hi! sion in an Educational Theory wrong thing and gets a round of lunatics,
They definitely felt the Treasure
Jill wears.
a vegetable marrow, the
had
the
outfit
that
turned
Sez
BONNIE
SMITH
funnye
Class in which an argument en horse laughs.
Spirits!"
Island
show
was
a
great
success,
mystic lines of Tailesln, and a few
Fletcher Henderson arrangen:
pendent
over whether or not the
7:00: He successfully pilfers a other odds and ends mixed well that this exposition exceeded their
It's kinda silly
Ihe
Equal in technique and merit to musical shows sued
like "Sometimes I'm Happy,'
costume jewelr, WPH
that chain b\
average college student spent two cigarette and seats himself com and stirred up in a way that will expectations. The middle - aged
The way folks rant and
Porter Stomp," and "When Bu, > the clothes that "unmh" lite Mm.
that have had extensive Broadway runs, "Hi! Spirits!" hours per class hour in outside fortably by the radio with the have you very, very dizzy by the ladies showed much interest in the
rave about the Spring.
Cmilao he
Via was
Wr« m positively
nno!f itroltf fysUre
thst
Smiles,"
the
goes under the broui ht
not only surprised but actually amazed record-break study. I list this calendar of Joe Stockton Record Sports Section time you finish.
College of Pacific and were de
In poetry and songs and
word in good taste.
that Jin wears.
Pacific
as
the
result
of
a
survey
lighted
in
the
invitation
to
visit
Lois
all
his
own.
He
now
readies
Iris
everything.
A
nice
one
to
test
your
ingenu
Even now, those records arting audiences in its degree of professional excellency.
taken in C. O. P. Prat houses as peak of satisfaction of the day.
the campus here sometime.
Ion ad
And sing and shout their
ity
at
baffler-solving
is
John
Dick
a
class
by
themselves.
Just
a
e
lad
that
admire,
"Hi! Spirits!" is a high-class, lively and finished mu an example of the daily activities
e
paste
fool heads off
7:30: He knows he should study inson Cam's FOUR FALSE PURELY HEARSAY
experiment, play one of these o'• jewel™
'
•
,r
sical comedy that any Broadway producer should be of a college man. The characters at the library.
Even though your correspondent
About the wonder of it all.
WEAPONS.
The amazing and
and then play a recent K that y that makes the
umphs' the figure
and events are not at all fictitious
proud and wise to produce.
Dlller. There, in a nutshell,
8:00: He'll go over* with Joe clever young author of THE was unable to even get standing
and any similarity to living per
It's
sorta
stupid
room
tickets
for
the
Follies
Begere,
b
e
t
h
e
r
e
a
s
o
n
f
o
r
t
h
e
K
i
n
g
'
s
n
BURNING
COURT
(which
we
still
face that
Soon may come the day when Broadway hails the sons is probably the worst kind when he goes. But he should go think quite the best of modern It was learned from one who had
The things some people do
drop in public favor.
P-allowm. .
now.
hel
modest, talented Harold Rogers as "another Cohan" of slander.
g Ior other set,.......
SHAW MAKES SHORT
:nght
vampire tales) has again succeed seen it several times before and
Who
think
that
every
8:30: He has to study!I
8:00
o'clock:
Bzzzzzzzzzz.
t,le
su
Spring brings something
—"another Coward." — Reprinted from Stockton
Artie Shaw and his band Jl pr0Vf, J
bjeet, this)
8:45: If he goes to the library, ed in presenting an intriguing was In the line for S. R. O. tickets,
And it's not autobiographical!!
recently made a movie short ls
® tllat it 1§ n, , .
poser to his readers. A lady is that the show was a humdinger and
new.
she may be there.
Record.
9:00 o'clock: Bzzzzzzzzzz.
turing his theme song, "N^ure, ir, n,'
And act as though they
8:45: But even if she is, he's found murdered. Lying beside her that the girls had very beautiful
ut the "Jewle
10:00 o'clock: He looks at clock
eyes.
mare,"
and a few of his in[,
,
are
a
razor,
a
gun,
a
stilleto,
and
lv
had
received
-he yawns—then suddenly realiz got to settle down and study.
aU this , ilng |
' ikinii
From
one
who
was
a
little
con
a
bottle
of
poison.
All
look
as
if
groove
arrangements.
We'll
H
»pi
A
new
lease
on
life.
ayed
)f!
nIp,
9:00:
Oh,
hell!
It's
the
last
night
ing he has missed Accounting and
know when it comes to a
they have been used. The body fused as to what the towering
of
that
show
at
the
Cal.
and
he
is
'lyel
Business Management he leaps
theater. It will be a pleasure t< ^ "esthetic ^•light
People are such fools
fln.
can study when he gets out of must have a post-mortem per pillars in the Federal Building
out
of
bed
and
proceeds
to
throw
this
hand,
because
they've
Hdw
group
meant,
it
was
found
out
that
formed
on
it
before
the
exact
To
run
around
and
sniff
promotional stunt that Pacific has put on to-date was cold water on his face for his class tomorrow.
tsy've beensadly
been out this way. And, when
the floral display on Treasure
the air
9:10: "What studying? Come on, cause of death can be determined.
the banquet staged last spring by the Block P society morning toilet.
do
come,
they
ought
to
sell
01
^
Island and the general lanscaping,
And say that Spring is
let's go before Butch changes These are the ingredients of the
with the aid of the Stockton Chamber of Commerce. 10:10:. He is striding down Joe,
a way that will have ball!, 5 danSerous
as well as the colorfu lighting in
budding everywhere.
his mind about loaning us his puzzle. If you. like the detective,
owners talking to themselves. •tastily t0
can solve the crime before the the fountains, was mostly appre
This event, held at the Hotel Stockton, attracted Campus Ave. at a 50 flat clip car."
I guess it's sorta silly to
Nr 6tuff r?ify- CoMum,
o
•
results of the post-mortem are ciated. Probably a little more subtle
with the wrong book under his
rejoice in everything . . .
12:00: Bzzzzzzzzzz.
coaches and athletes from many high schools in this arm,
Colgate University has a
made known, we'll promise always lighting of the frescos and delicate
but he doesn't know it.
But crimlny, you CANT
now, realizing my limits
plan of awards for athletes o f
area, as well as alumni and Stockton supporters. In 10:45: He returns to the house orAnd
designs on the buildings would
escape it when It's Spring.
at least where they should be, to tip our literary hat (that's our
nor sports as well as major sp
be
more
appreciated,
he
suggested
short, it was a unique success and proved a vital moaning about the grade he got I'll turn the young ladles' survey other one) to you in the future,
especially on the Tower of the Sun,
on his last ex in Public Rela over to my noted colleague, Miss ORIENTAL STUFF
C. O. P. selling point.
Two others, of interest to those He was an artist and a color de
tions.
Entering, he starts up Bonnie Swinchell.
Plans are already under way for this year's big stairs to get into that assignment, THE OTHER SIDE—
who like their murders with an signer from the Middle West and
Published every Friday during the College year by the
event to be held as a climax of an extensive Sports but a voice from the pool room A day In the girl's dorm (as oriental flavor, are THE LAUGH this was his first visit.
Three youngsters, probably Student Association. Entered as second class matter October 24,
ING BUDDHA, by Carl Glick, and
Imagined by a member of the
Day, April 22. Alton Hedges, president of the Block assails him.
THE DRAGON'S JAWS, by Frank brothers, were standing with their at the Postoffice, Stockton, California, under the Act of March 3,
11:40: He comes out of the men's dorm):
P organization, and Herb Harper, head of the C. of C. pool
guardians in front of the Southern Acceptance for mailing at special rate of postage provided for in
Packard. The first contains
room with Butch Lloyd argu
7 a. m.: Turn off alarm and
lyric interlude which sets it quite Pacifio train displays, watching tlon 1103, October 3, 1917, authorized October 24, 1924.
Pacific Sports Committee, have started to line up ing about some distinction be turn on radio.
Hew \o«V*V\tcV» n>e ^°.
from the general run of de the clever and intricate operations
tvJn%
arrangements for the big "booster" day. With less tween luck and skill. One sug 7:30 a. m.: Turn off radio and apart
SUBSCRIPTION
PRICE
$1150
A
YEAR
Action set in of the crack S. P. model trains.
uflW *•»
gests they eat, and the motion is turn on shower. Too cold, so go tective novels.
than a month to go, they are counting on the help of passed unanimously.
China predominates in the other Your correspondent overheard them
1938
Member
to breakfast without it.
every man in the Block P society to put this worthy 11:45: He enters the dining 8 a. m.: Rush to class chew novel, and Mr. Packard lives up exclaim, as if in one voice, "Gee,
Pbiodded
GoUefiicte Pre**
wouldn't
you
like
to
be
on
them
to his former creed of putting
hall with Butch and they both ing remnants of Grape-nuts.
program across.
there
trains.
I
wish
I
had
them
to
everything
but
the
U.
S.
marines
emit an oath which is tacitly un
9 a. m.: Go for mail (still chew
play with."
This is one occasion which affords every Pacific derstood
For Advertising Rates, Write or See Manager.
to refer to the length ing Grape-nuts). No mail, so tear into the story (and even they
They were still there in the
letterman the opportunity to do a constructive piece of the line in front of them. They up two choice unmaiied letters, peep in at the very end).
RICHARD EA'
same spot, almost an hour later, BILL BECKER
of work for his school. Men of the Block P—how comment upon how a certain fra after taking off the stamps with first thing.
Manager
when we passed by the displhy
Editor
about it? Let's make the April 22 program the big ternity has all the jobs in the a razor blade.
Phone
0-9121
or
6:30 p. m.: Chisel in line at again, on our way home.
Phone 9-9121 or 3-2234
dining hall and end with more
10 a. m.: Go to make bed and dinner and ignore dirty looks and
i—ogest Pacific booster event of all time!
oaths.
discover a pair of rubber gloves, muttered curses.
A new course in historiography
STAFF
12:15: He stops on the way a coke bottle and a piece of raisin
7 p. m.: Buzzer rings. Wait providing a basic knowledge of
out of the dining hall to talk to bread. Must have been sleepy
NEWS: Editor—Gregg Pbifer.
ten minutes. Make him appreci the historical method has been es
Copy Desk and Rewrite—Janet McGinnis, Dot Slegall,
Betty C. Neither one says any last night, never noticed them.
ate jou more. Wait five more tablished at St. Lawrence Uni Brocklehurst, Margaret Mclntyre.
thing intelligent, but they laugh
11 a. m.: Get ready for tennis minutes. Decide that socks don't versity.
Reporters: Bonnie Smith, Charlotte Peterson, Kathryn
to other people it looks like and find that roommate has been
members are proving themselves human. If there and
match sweater. Rush back to
Clio A*bercrombie, Gail Scheere, Jack Hidy, Gladys Sanguinetti, U,
they are being very clever. Leav drying socks on racket. Get to
Lou Childs, Betty Lou Parker, Oliver Malcolmsen, Norman L»
have been any doubts remaining after the Senior- ing the D. H. he puts his shirt courts too late so go sit on lawn change. Go down to lobby. No
one there . . . more nerve!!!
Janet Porter.
Faculty basketball game, they should be dispelled tail back in and begins to whis to commune with nature. Ants! 9 p. m.: Go to library to see
tle.
SOCIETY: Editor—Betty Dixon.
by the antics of the profs on the Auditorium boards 12:45: After having accosted Phooeyl
what everyone is doing. No one
Reporters: Jean Miller, Janice Morrill, Frances Hull, Janet BI
12 to 3:30 p. m.: Lie in sun. there. Try Cub House. Order
Thursday. The Faculty men have worked hard on every brother in sight and ran More
ants. Phooey!
Barbara Caswell, Pat Carson.
lime
coke
and
stare
at
people
this dramatic effort and, if last year's inaugural of sacked every unlocked room for 4 p. m.: Just discover a Grape- coming in. No luck.
he stoically reaches nut which we missed. Kind of
SPORTS: Editor—Jack Price.
„
^ ^
fering was a true criterion, Dr. Coder's latest play- aintocigarette,
10 p. m.: Buzzer rings. Comb
Reporters: Duane Evans, Harry Du Praw, Francis He man,
the fireplace and pulls out soft by this time.
hair,
pluck
eyebrows,
change
writing venture should prove a real success.
3rennan.
a Corporal-Major that tastes like
5 p. m.: Go to take shower we sweater and comb hair aga:n
Somebody must have sent HitStudents who enjoy seeing the tables turned (and the carpenter left, it there.
forgot in the morning. No soup, Wait rive more minutes. Whip
FEATURES: Editor—Dot Stegall.
•r a note marked R. S. V. P.
1:10: He leaves the house in a So skip the shower,
who doesn't?) will have the opportunity of laughing l»atr
Associates: Buford Bush. Ray Grosse, Gladys Hughes, L
down to lobby. False alarm.
• aly he thought it meant Rtiin
of trunks and an old foot
6:S0 p. in.: S|>eiid 1 hour get
Ralph Trembley, Bonnie Smith, Henry Hobson, George
themselves silly at the antics of Dr. Farley as Romeo, ball jersey in the direction of the ting ready for 20 minutes of (tin 11 p. m.: Get ready to gel rea-ly uitl, Sudeten, Vienna, Prague, laivey,
iss, Herman Sapiro, Gail Scheere.
to go to lied.
.
.
Speaking
of
Hitler,
what
d
litt'e
office
of
S.
Bava
&
Co.,
Dr. Coder as Juliet, and many others. Don't miss the
ner. Can't find socks aiul bow
12 p. m.: Turn off radio and ou suppose he's going to d
landscape artists.
to match s\\eater. Change clothes turn on alarm.
ART: Editor—Bob Bastian.
laugh hit of the season!
ith all those cancelled Czechs?
1:16: Arriving at this destina three times and finally wear the'
Associate—Dave Matthews.
AHsi M\> TO BED!
- M. R. E.
Staff Photographer—Dick Riddell.
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Such Fools!

BEST ATHLETIC

THE PACIFIC WEEKLY

ONCE AGAIN, FACULTY

DR. EISELEN'S
GAG O"
THE WEEK

Thirty-Eight
Are Pledges
Fraternities

incomplete^

• jfGBATXJLATIONS
' " " ,-Aaternities! That's a fine class
pledges that you added to your
'*
ers last week.
FATHER"
a positive contrast to last
s hilarious production, "Hi!
ITS!" If you can take it, by
eans see "THE FATHER;" if
HJ can't, htere's always the Fox
, , " CIFIC SKI CLUB
v
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, Istead of telling all this week,
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With
j^rcplies addressed to this coli
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jhy didn't Jackie Burton ask
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'11
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hy is Lodi becoming so popuwith the college set?
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. ,
) Smallwood arguing about last
? Boh ,:,ihrday night over Rhizomia
IUr ^
p 4-. '"'id you notice the ripple in
.,, 'T,<' "ilty row when yesterday's as..'"'ibly speaker, Melvin Lawson,
itioned "Fenix-like
'"-like it rises
its ashes."? Why, Mommie?
y did Ross Schneider take
«,
—bus to Modesto Wednesday

J
"S,r*» in uJlTHE FIRST
"•« :n answering these questions
*
"'.-y-vctly, we will send by return
' pf
. 1 a genuine junior Winchell
"KIT
$e- (Not under any cirdum- • form s'ces to be confused with a
»,i ^hchell insignia.)
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w behind hist, ft
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• raasfetaf tibia the face that J in wears,
•ituiirt to it* tt
gatttag away tail the figure that goes under the
. , rrotjy of (bed that Jill wears,
tan* to ba fo-md. kgE—
k'' "'e the clothes that "umph" the
* ' ' I* obf'* 1 ure that goes under the face
'
HiaW it JU1 wears.
I t n » o u '.flt tin
r H*nd*no*' the costume jewelry that
• ;:t«* I®® ikes the clothes that "umph"
,e figure that goes under the
• • <u pb* <e that Jill wears.
hi good Wb
» now. tho*^ the lad that admires the cos,« by thwea""* ne jewelry that makes the
... playoMHthes that "umphs" the figure
i Yt goes under the face that
wears.
ioo—allowing for other schools
ought on the subject, this
ly proves that It is not the
tllAW
^. ,*
j it is not the figure, it's not
» sC'elothes—but the "jewlery" that
-»-« *|alg. And all this ogling intert
"Jiisplayed by the males is due
tnd *
.
i'o aesthetic delight in fine
• ''1tsmanship. H<Jw sadly under" ,, . b*1'Ipated they've been!

Pledging climaxed three weeks
of rushing Thursday, March 23,
when the three fraternities on the
Pacific campus pledged thirty-eight
young men.
Alpha Kappa Phi's pledges num
bered five, and they were honored
Friday evening at a dance, contin
uing the celebration of their eightyfifth anniversary. Fred Cox, Ed
ward Fay, Elwood Moffitt, Robert
Wilkinson and A1 Woodrum are
the new members representing Archania.
Nineteen pledges are listed for
Omega Phi Alpha. They were
pledged at 8:15 p. m. Thursday
evening, and refreshments were
served later in the evening. Allen
Breed, Leslie Cook, Robert Cook,
Abel De Han, Leslie Dow, Craw-

Dinner Honors
Archania
Pledges

ford Gates, Ben Hamm, Claude
Hogan, Robert Ijams, Robert Jef
frey, Leo Johnson, Robert Monogan, John Paul, Donald Paxton,
Jules Perrln, Philip Ritchie, Joe
Tudor, Loren Handley and Willis
Boyarsky were the new pledges
honored at the St. Patrick's Dance
given last Saturday evening at
Omega Phi.
Rho Lambda Phi pledged four
teen the same evening, and an in
formal evening followed. Those
wearing the pledge pin of Rhiz
omia are: Elwood Daley, Tom Furari, Robert Henning, Arthur Holton, Dave Livie, BilL Livie, Bill
Lunt, Donald McKlnley, Gerald
Oulton, Richard Stebbins, John
Stolz, Karl Stone, Jim Van Dyke
and George Miller.

Balloon Theme Miss Yelland
Chosen For
Honored At
Women's Hall Shower

A balloon theme has been chosen
for the informal dance to be given
by Women's Hall Friday evening,
April 14, at the Pythian Castle.
The decoration commtitee under
lected by the auditioning commit
tee headed by Barbara Laddon.
The recoration committee under
Betty Kirkpatrick, includes Sally
Hoge, Olive Clark, Lois Bugbee,
Inez Toscano, De Ettte Hamsher,
Betty Dahlgren, and Elaine Burns.
Florence Malik has charge of
bids and refreshments.
Patrons and patronnesses attend
ing the dance will be Dr. and Mrs.
William Coder, Dr. and Mrs. John
Arnold, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Hosie,
and Mrs. Anna Grant.

What They're Wearing
will—plays an increasingly Impor
tant role in the Co-ed Clothes Ques
tion. No longer does she toss on
a doodad, without a thought for
proper color contrast, shape, size
and general suitability. That is,
not always.
And then again

ISHKABIBBLE—
Recent trends in decorative doofunnys feature a lovely, fragile
pendant worn on a small gold
chain by Wilma Taylor—an exquis
ite little number, hand carved and
brought directly from China. And
Lois Archibald wore a big old-fash
ioned lavalier with three flowers in
pastel shades on a network of gold
leaves and stems.
Rose Duggin has an amethyst
ring and bracelet set which is an
heirloom from her great-greatgrandmother. The stones (inciden
tally, her birth stone) are set in
slender circlets of yellow gold.
Something more crude but very
striking, ne'erth'less, is a big black
buffalo on an ivory background
which Pat Patterson wears. Corrine Andrews has something unique
in a bar pin on which three genuine
hand-panned gold nuggets are at
tached with tiny gold chain loops.
A popular style in necklaces is
• laving dangerous ground, we
. *^|led hastily to specify. Costume the heavy gold chokers whose popu
larity is chiefly due to the smart

Especially nice because it was
unexpected was the surprise mis
cellaneous shower for Miss Alice
Yelland, fiancee of Mr. Gay Rible,
Jr., last Friday night at the E. A.
Dunstan home on South Tuxedo.
Hostesses for the evening were
Miss Verna Dunstan and Miss
Vangie Pease, who had invited a
coterie of Miss Yelland's friends
to enjoy an evening of bridge.
Spring flowers in gay arrange
ments and violets with roses in
old-fashioned bouquets formed the
attractive decorations. Favors on
the supper trays were cellophane
bags of rice with sprays of liliesof-the-valley nestled in the white
satin ribbons.
Guests of the two hostesses were
the Misses Geraldlne Patton, Doro
thy Christman, Virginia Weston,
Dorothy Steiny, Evelyn Barnett,
June Lane, Minnie Sawyer, Lois
Genochio, Hertha Rausch, Betty
Jean Ashley, Golden Grimsley,
Janet Cole, Virginia Amann, Rita
Folsom, Pauline Heston, Madge
Hepburn, Marjorie Nichols, of Lodi,
Nadeane Yelland, and Gertrude
Sullivan of San Francisco.
Mmes. Duane Lyle, E. B. Harvey,
R. L. Yelland, Jack Nlchol of Burlingame. Laurence Heston of San
Francisco, Thomas Wilson of San
Francisco, Edward Price of Vallejo,
and Herschel Burson of Lodi.
Miss Yelland will become the
bride of Mr. Rible on Easter Sun
day.
finish they give plain sweater neck
lines. Doris Guernsey has a honey
and Peggy Bighan has one done in
large leaves with bunches of multi
colored grapes interspersed. Both
are very cute stuff—(meaning gals
AND gewgaws).
May we point out that in this
very off-hand and incomplete sur
vey we've entirely omitted those
very apparent third-finger-of-theIeft-hand decorations, those con
spicuous gold athletic awards and
those frat pins occupying honorary
positions on sweaters and so forth—
We've given them the light tripover for the obvious and most
healthy reason that if Elmer and
Oscar and Adolph and Waldo read
that Betty is sporting Chauncey's
pin instead of the ones they gave
her, we might start something in
the nature of a young riot.
BECAUSE—
Our campus pride is not the
femme
Who takes 18 units and passes
them;
But we rever the gal who wins—
(And remembers who gave her)
—ten fraternity pins.

* They're lacy . .
and SO practical
Run Chiffons by Holeproof! Utterly

STARTING SATURDAY

destroying, ugly leg runs. • • means

"Spirit of Culver"

longer wear. Lovely 3-thread chif

with

fons . . . sheer, alluringly feminine,

Jackie Cooper and
Freddie Bartholomew

new construction prevents poise-

n the newest colors.

by HOLEPROOF

An Italian dinner,was held last
Approximately one hundred
night at Gould's restaurant, hon
guests enjoyed the hospitality of
Mu Zeta Rho sorority last Sun
oring new pledges. The dinner,
day afternoon between two and
which was a surprise to the
four o'clock when members of the
pledges, was a huge success.
house were tea hostesses to their
Dick Bentley, president, an
mothers, alumnae, patronesses
nounced that Hell Week-end would
and faculty women.
be held this coming March 24, 25,
Beverly Wright was chairman
of the afternoon. Junan Bronzich
26. This will reach a mark of
is president of the sorority, Betty
over 150 initiations held by Ar
Dixon is vice-president and Mrs.
chania house.
Lucy Forkner is housemother.
Present at the dinner were:
Mrs. Carl Rausch heads the Moth
New pledges, Elton Moffatt, Bob
ers' Club, and Mrs. Emmltt McWilkinson, A1 Woodrum, Ed Fay
Combs is president of the alum
and Fred Cox.
Other pledges
nae group.
were Mel Caviglia, Johnny Owens,
Hostesses for the afternoon
Ray Grannucci, Pete Whitaker,
were the Misses Bronzich, Dixon,
Chris Pappas, Eric Jacobsen.
Wright, Frances Hallmark, Fran
Members present were: Bob Boces Richardson, Betty Booth, Dor
vey, Stan Vaughn, Ben Savelli,
is Marsh, Vivienne Manary, Gayle
Dwayne Sewell, Grant Colliver,
Rawls, Beverly Miller, Bernadine
Francis Hellmann, Dick Eaton,
Badger,1 Mildred Lagomarsino,
Jerry Bentley, Bill Johnson, Bill
Kathryn O'Connor, Jane O'Connor,
Scantlebury, Martin Shearer, Ted
Anne Schneider, Dorothy Guerin,
Norton, Jack Blinn, John TraHelen Cortelyou, Harriet Budin,
vaille, Karl Rigor, Bob McCarthy,
BOBBIN GAY FECK, whose en Eloise Lambert, Laurie AppleA1 Hedges, Dick Bentley, George
Briere, Harold Dleckman, Roy gagement to John Crabbe was an garth, Betty Lee Matthews, Merl
Wolf, Mary Ranney, Pat Carson,
Haney, Jack Zigler, Roy Cooper nounced last Thursday.
Hertha Rausch, Ruth Lombardi,
and Emery Lloyd.
Janice Morrill, Arllne Harder,
Arrangements for the dinner
Phyllis Grimshaw, Dorothy Bar
were made by a committee com
tholomew and Barbara Caswell.
posed of John Travaille, Bill Scan
Rooms of the sorority were at
tlebury, Karl Rigor, Dick Bentley
tractively decorated with spring
and Bob Bovey.
•
*
*
blossoms from the lovely garden
of Miss Emily Dodge, patroness
of Mu Zeta Rho.

'Deep Purple'
Dance Is
Tonight

Peck-Crabbe
Betrothal Is
.
Announced

"Deep Purple" has been selected
as the theme for the formal dance
given by Manor Hall this evening
in the Florentine Room of Hotel
Clark.
Jimmy Ross' orchestra will play,
and over one hundred guests are
expected. Patrons and patronesses
will be Dean Opal Berg and her
guest, Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Connely, Mr. and Mrs. Bradford Crit
tenden, Mr. and Mrs. John Reid,
Mr. and Mrs. Roger Webster, Mr.
and Mrs. Bradford Champlain and
Mrs. Elizabeth Orr, housemother.
Decorations are being handled by
Edith Kidder and her committee.
Bids are under the general chair
manship of Ethel Stark.

BACON TO GO
ON LONG TOUR
Professor Allan Bacon of the
College of Pacific, will leave on
his third transcontinental organ
concert tour during Easter vaca
tion. Only one appearance on this
year's trip will be a return en
gagement, all others being first
appearances.
Professor Bacon will play a re
turn engagement at Central Col
lege in Missouri. In De Soto, Mis
souri, he will be heard in a private
Hammond Organ recital. Other
cities in which he will be presented,
under the auspices of the American
Guild of Organists, are Dallas and
Texarkana, Texas; Lawrence, Kan
sas, Chicago, Freeport, Illinois;
Denver, Seattle and Portland, Ore
gon.
He will return to the campus of
the College of Pacific on April 20.

Hotel Clark Is
Dance Setting
The Zetagathean Society is com
pleting plans for a spring formal
dance April 22 in the Florentine
Room at the Clark Hotel.
Miss Mae Vignolo is general
chairman for the dance. Bernice
Campbell, chairman of decorations,
is assisted by Catherine Saunders;
Norma Keeble and Elva German
are in charge of programs; Doris
Bishofberger and Gladys Sanguinetti, place; and Ann McLaugh
lin and Mildred Field, music.

•X

With a hidden record telling a
Saint Patrick's Day story, ending
with the words, "John Crabbe
speaking, and your announcer,
Bobbin Gay," sorority sisters at
Alpha Theta Tau were told Thurs
day evening of the engagement
of Bobbin Gay Peck to John
Crabbe.
The news was learned at an in
formal Saint Patrick's Day dinner,
with decorations in green and
white and including novel favors
apd place cards. Miss Evelyn
Barnett was in charge of arrang
ing the party.
The bride-to-be is the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. William Charles
Peck. She attended S t o c k t o n
schools and Is a graduate of the
College of the Pacific, where she
is now completing her fifth year.
Miss Peck has gained recognition
for her scholastio ability, in 1938
receiving the annual prize for the
best scholarship in her class dur
ing undergraduate years. Nation
al recognition of her collegiate
activities was given by the edi
tors when she was listed in "Who's
Who in American Colleges."
Miss Peck is a member of Alpha
Theta Tau, social sorority; Theta
Alpha Phi, national honorary
dramatic fraternity; PI Gamma
Mu, honorary social Bcience fra
ternity, and is president of the
All-College Honor Society. She Is
also a member of the local chap
ter of Omega Nu.
Mr. Crabbe is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Arthur Crabbe of Mo
desto. He attended Modesto Junior
College, Fresno State College,
State University of Iowa, and is
a graduate of the College of the
Pacific, where he is now instruc
tor in speech and director of the
Campus Radio Studio. He is a
member of Delta Psi Omega, na
tional honorary dramatic frater
nity, and has been stage manager
of the Pacific Little Theater for
several years.
The wedding is planned to be
an important social event of the
early fall.

*

'Society Smuggler'

•

•

'Bunny Hop'To
Honor Alpha
Theta Pledges
Alpha Theta Tau pledges and
their guests will be honored at
a "Bunny Hop" on Saturday,
March 25, from nine to eleven at
the sorority house.
The affair Is in charge of Betty
Barry, who will be assisted by
Jean Strong, Artelle Baxter, and
Bette Flicklnger.
Patrons and patronesses of the
informal radio dance will be Miss
Mary Doman, house hostess, Dr.
and Mrs. Allen Waldo, Dr. and
Mrs. Harold Jacoby, and Mr. and
Mrs. Art Farey.
Pledges and their guests at
tending will be Janet Porter, Karl
Rigor, Marit Brandstad, Bill
Brock, Dawn Zucherman, Norm
Davis, Aileen Bolter, Johnnie
Owen, Claire Pratt, Jack Colberg,
Audrey Grady, Dick Patriquin,
Jane Ketman, Pat Dunlap, Roxene Hafele, Lew Morill, Ruth
Coward and Norman Lamb.
Members and their guests in
clude Bette Flicklnger, Jim Chlnnis, June Lane, Gordie White, Ro
berta Ball, Roy Berry, BeaMcCarl,
Les Knoles, Jean Strong, Bill
Scantlebury, Virginia Wlrth, Bill
Roberts, Virginia Nelson and Bob
McCarthy.

ARCHITES HOLD
RADIO DANCE

Spring decorations were the
theme of the Archania radio dance
held last Friday night. The com
mittee in charge of the dance
consisted of Elton Martin, Karl
Rigor and Dick Bentley.
Members who attended were Bill
Scantlebury, Karl Rigor, Bob Mc
Carthy, Dick Bentley, Jerry Bent
ley, A1 Hedges, Bill Johnston, Joe
Siegfried, Stan Vaughn, George
*
*
*
Tomasini, Roy Cooper, Harold
The University of Denver has Diekman, Emrys Lloyd, Dwayne
announced special fellowships to Sewall, Johnny Owens, Chis
train experts in local government Pappas, Eric Jacobsen, John Tra
vaille, and their guests.
finance.

PECKLER & GIOVANESSI

Sport Oxfords

CALIFORN!

3
— SUNDAY, MARCH 26

JTOCKTON

THE SADDLE
PATTERN—AN
EXCELLENT SHOE
FOR CAMPUS
WEAR

"LOVE AFFAIR"
with IRENE DUNNE
and CHARLES BOYER

'Wife, Husband & Friend'
with UORETTA YOUNG
and WARNER BAXTER

CUB HOUSE
Qualify Doubly Certified by Good Housekeeping
and the Better Fabrics Testing Bureau

Mu Zeta Rho
Is Hostess At
Sunday Tea

— WEDNESDAY, MARCH 30 —

ALSO

NON-RUN Chiffons

BETROTHED

YOUR A. W. S. TEA ROOM

INTERWOVEN LEATHER..
ARRESTING GOOD LOOKS,
PLUS AMAZING
FLEXIBILITY

Priced from 2.95 to 3.95

A GOOD PLACE TO

fatten i Marengo Inc.

"EAT, DRINK AND BE MERRY"

PECKLER & GIOVANESSI
528 E. MAIN ST.

Nineteen New Pledges
Honored At Dance
By Omega Phis
With harps, pipes, shamrocks,
bells, and other decorations pleas
ing to St. Patrick casting a green
shade over the walls of Omega
Phi Alpha, over one hundred
dance-minded people enjoyed an
informal at the fraternity last
Friday night.
Jerry Clcinato, general chair
man of the affair, secured Jimmy
Ross' orchestra to play for dan
cing between eight-thirty and
twelve-thirty o'clock.
Novel decorations were credited
to John Lucas and Les Knoles,
both members of the decorating
committee. Doug Cossitt and Ir
ving Fritz arranged the entertain
ment under the direction of Stan
Hill and Trevor Griffiths.
Dr. and Mrs. Alien Waldo, Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Gulick ,and Mrs.
Cora Lynch, housemother, were
special guests of the fraternity.
The dance was in honor of the
nineteen new pledges who had
been added to the roster of Omega
Phis the preceding evening.
Among the guests who enjoyed
the hospitality of Omega Phi
were Pat Seavers, Rosalee Trevarrow, Margaret Hughes, Roberta
Ball, Muriel Logerwell, Barbara
Laddon, Dawn Walters, Bea McCarl, Janice Morrill, Doris Guern
sey, Rose Mary Douglas, Dawn
Zuckerman, Artelle Baxter, Vada
Anderson, Jackie Burton, Betty
Brown, Rose Lee Rowe, Marlt
Branstad, Marabelle Rodler, Bar
bara Anne Reinle, Adrian Squires,
Dorothy Monroe, Audrey Grady,
Dot Phyllis, Marnya Phelps, Bette

Kirkpatrick, Maryly Lyons, Helen
Purin, Mary Rice.
Gayle Rawles, Lois Bugbee, Bet
ty Dalhgren, Barbara Gray, Joyce
Blackman, Deanne Hendrick, Meri
Wolf, June Lane, Betsy Jones,
Marge Lee, Inez Toscano, Shirley
Anne Shaeffer, Francis Hull, Doris
Marsh, Mary Palm, Norma James,
Esther Norris, Jane Grey, EthyeJ
Stark, Pat Patterson, Catherine
Simpson, Jimmie Woods, Pat
Railsback, Barbara Harrison, Ade
laide Weinstein, Marjorie McDon
ald, Elizabeth Harper, and Betty
Barth.
Their hosts included Jerry Cl
cinato, Del Wescott, Hugh McWllliams, Roy Berry, Paul Rippon,
Dick Morrall, Rudy Rivera, Les
Knoles, Howard Lewis, George
Atkins, Bob Stark, Norm Davis,
Erwln Farley, Bill Toland, Ken
neth Klaas, Herman Gaumnitz,
Bill Shepard, Roger Cross, Wes
Huddelson, Clem Swagerty, Art
Irish, Bob Jeffrey, Dick Patriquin,
Elton Cencirulo, Rollie Campbell,
Bob Downs, Forrest, Darby, Doug
Nelson, Irving Fritz.
Stan Hill, Ben Hamm, Les Dow,
Doug Cossitt, Bob Cook, Trevor
Griffiths, Jerry Keithley, Gordon
White, Jules Perrin, John Lucas,
Lauren Handley, Bill Dean, Phil
Starr, Will Challis, Boh Lauppe,
Leo Johnson, Bob Monaghan,
Willis Boyarsky, Bob Ijams, George
Brayle, A1 Irwin, Joe Turdor, Les
Cook, Pearce Young, Abel DeHaan,
Allen Breed, Claude Hogan, and
John McGowan.

EPSILON HAS
BRIDGE PARTY

Hall Holds
Spring flowers and green and Open Dance
yellow appointments marked the
bridge luncheon at Epsilon Lamb Tonight
da Sigma sorority last Monday

afternoon which the mother's club
of the house sponsored.
Salad was served at one-fifteen
o'clock, and the bridge games fol
lowed.
Mrs. J. W. Barnes is president
of the club, and receiving with
her were Mrs. Ethyl Flack, house
mother; Mrs. Tully C. Knoles; and
Margaret Trabert, president of the
house.

Spring flowers will provide the
decorative note for the Men's Hall
semi-formal dance to be held to
night In the Pythian Castle.
It Is to he an open dance, but
is limited to one hundred couples.
Bids are $.75 each.
Herman
Sapiro's orchestra will piay.
Committees planning the affair
are Mitchell Hookins, g e n e r a l
• •
»
chairman; John Cox, bid sales;
Les Dow, decorations; and Bill
Toland, music.
Patrons and patronesses are Mr.
Members of the Mothers and Pa and Mrs. J. G. Spaulding, Mr. and
tronesses of Omega Phi Alpha Mrs. E. R. Jackson, and Mr. and
fraternity will meet Thursday, Mrs. J. H. Corson.
March 30, at the home of Miss
»
•
•
Anna Harris, 222 Euclid Avenue,
in Pacific Manor.
Mrs. Caroll Kirkman is presi
dent of the group.
An Interesting feature of the
afternoon will be a talk by Mrs.
Miss Frances Hallmark resigned
Carl Hokholt, secretary-treasurer last week as president of Mu
of the Club, on her recent trip
Zeta Rho sorority due to poor
abroad. A short business meeting
health. Vice-president Junan Bron
will follow and refreshments will
zich succeeds her as head of the
be served.
sorority.

Mothers To Meet
At Harris Home

Bronzich Heads
Mu Zeta Rho

» * »
Pre-Easter Chapel
Next Tuesday

Looking forward to Easter, next
Tuesday's S. C. A. chapel will
have as the theme "The Cross.'
Meditations on the Cross will be
delivered by Hugh K. Hamilton,
pastor of the Lodi Methodist
Church.
The Easter music will include a
vocal solo by Frances Bowerman,
entitled "Before the Crucifix."

The College
Book
Store
WHEN—
You want to order Books
of any kind, either Texts
or Trade.
We have for your con
venience, and you are in
vited to use, without
charge, "The Cumulative
Book Index" A World
list of Books in The Eng
lish Language.
Also, when, you want
Greeting Cards, Station
ery, and Tennis Supplies.
And we also stock 100
different items of Fine
Candies from which you
may select your favorite.

Unusually
Charmingt

DRESSES

4-98

Each a little master
piece! The latest fash
ion points in the new
est of rayons!

The College

I

Book
Store

PENNEY'S
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C.O.P. Ski Carnival Staggmen Hit

Early Season
Set For Tomorrow Form
Holding its first annual All-College ski meet tomor
row morning at Donner Summit, the Pacific Ski Club
will bring the Tiger winter sports season to a close with
a dazzling snow carnival. Over thirty contestants are
expected to compete for honors at the Donner winter

[•playground.
Bob Coe, chairman of the meet,
announced yesterday that the early
warm weather forced the local
skiers to change the place of
their meet from Ball .Mountain to
Donner Summit. The snow at
Ball Mountain in melting fast and
would be too slushy for Satur
day's meet.

By JACK PRICE

Going off on the long end of a
pipe dream, yours truly picked the
Cub track team t ogive Modesto
J. C. a tough battle last week, but
there must have been a mishap
somewhere.
At the close of the
final relay the score loomed up
with a huge 114 points for the
visitors and 7 1-3 points for our
boys, that is if anyone wants to
lay claim-4 them.
Not to be daunted by the way
predictions were drug through the
mud and mire, we're going out
on another shaky limb and pick
the varsity to dump the Aggies by
a close score tomorrow and the
Junior College to retsore their
morale with a good showing
against Lodi high this afternoon.
SO SORRY
Apologies to News Editor Gregg
Phifer for failing to mention that
he wound up with top honors in
the intramjiral 220-yd. finals. No
professional jealousy intended —
just an oversight.
SNOW STUFF
The Pacific Ski Club will windup
its winter activities Saturday
with the close of the first annual
ski tournament. Attend the meet
and support the ski bo's in their
closing snow carnival. Rides will
be secured for those wishing to
witness the Tigers perform on the
white caps of Donnqr Summit.
MERMEN STEAL SPOTLIGHT
For the past three weeks, the
Stockton Jaysee aquatic stars have
been handing their opponents one
drubbing after another with very
little notice or ballyhoo being given
by the press. Therefore we take
this space to give them their due
credit.
With most of their opposition
being made up of Pacific's for
mer schedule, the Tigerlets have
been causing the Northern Cali
fornia swim teams to open their
eyes and applaud their feats.

PRIZES GIVEN
Downhill runs and slalom races
will be the feature attraction of
the day with five cups and a num
ber of money orders for ski equip
ment being awarded the winners
for their skill. Ribbons will be
presented to students taking sec
ond, third and fourth places.
The trophies are being donated
by the following: Blaney and
Speckens, Glick Jewelers , Pete
Marengo, Friedberger Jewelers,
and the Stockton Ski Club. Money
order prizes will be put up by
Charlie Yost, Sniith and Lang and
possibly Turner's and Branch's.
TWO CLASSES
Courses will be divided into two
classes, namely, strictly begin
ners and advanced classes. A fee
of 25 cents will be charged each
contestant for entry in the meet.
The Ski Bo's will leave the Cub
House at 5:30 a. m. Saturday.
The ski meet will be -the first
major event to be staged by the
newly formed Pacific Ski Club.
The club has been actively oper
ating under the direction of Dick
Swayne, since the first week of
February. Since that time two
trips have been taken under the
auspices of the organization. Activi
ties of the club will terminate
with the close of the ski season.
SIGN UP
All students are urged to turn
out for this first Pacific ski meet.
Sign-up slips have been posted on
the bulletin boards.

Bob Davis' Art
Shown At Elks
Bob Davis, of the Junior College
art department, executed the
Treasure Island decorations used
at the recent dance held in the
Elks' club rooms in Stockton.

Business And Professional Directory
Forty-Nine Drug Co.

\ GET YOUR HAIR CUT AT

BOB'S BARBER SHOP
|

Dr. Marshall C. Turner

|

For better business positions
(Since 1896)

School of Business

Fully Accredited—NAACS
California at Weber Stockton

Dairy Products
Serve Pacific
j

|

BOBBINN

< Fountain—Curb Service!
On El Dorado

|CLOWES^AIRY|
j Producers and Dlstribu- .
| tors of the finest in
Dairy Products
I

|Farm
j West's Lane

|

448 West Fremont
Phone 8-8613

j

a t

1

839 East Main Street \l
• 4 • JEWELERS • • b i

BLUE RIBBON I

HUMPHREYS

Gang

•

| FRIEDBERG'ER'S

Evenings by Appointment

i

ON PACIFIC AVE.

!COLLEGE PINS
|AND TROPHIES

DENTISTRY
2319 Pacific Ave.
Phone 8-8362
Hours 9-5

| Meet The

BOB'S
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THINGS ARE LOOKING UP

With only four weeks of spring
practice remaining. Coach Alonzo
Stagg's 1939 football candidates
are working towards perfection in
passing, blocking, tackling and co
ordinating teamwork in running
plays.
Last week's scrimmage centered
on passing and blocking, with
Line Coach Ralph Francis putting
the boys through their paces with
a series of shoulder and down-field
blocking workouts. Coach Stagg
centered the backfield on passing
skirmishes.
Bob "Ajax" Adamina, the Tigers
long range tosser, tossed the pig
skin around with his usual easy
moving form and Bobby Kientz
looked in the pink with his short
bullet passes.
PUNTERS GOOD
The most pleasant sight gazed
upon by the "Old Man" this week
was his brilliant array of punters,
among which were Dale Halbert,
Roy Cooper, Leo Johnson and
Tommy Olaeta. Halbert, who saw
no action as a punter last season
stole the show from his three co
horts, as his educated toe ' gave
the pigskin several long rides dur
ing practice.
This spring's turnout points to a
heavy line and a light, fast-moving
backfield for Pacific's fall cam
paign.
FAST BACKS
Roy Cooper, and Bobby Kientz,
veteran backs, range in the 150 to
160 pound class, while newcomers
such as Phil Ritchie, Kenny Rodgers and Bill Thomas also tip the
scales in the lightweight division.
A little heavier than the other
tail-backs, Emil Siefert has shown
equal speed in workouts to-date.
Heavier men like Tommy Olaeta,
Dale Halbert, Ajax Adamina and
A1 Silviera, will probably be used
more as wing-backs or blocking
backs.
In the line the Tigers are rep
resented by nine hefties in the
form of: Floyd Swagerty, Stan
Vaughan, A1 Irwin, Jerry Bentley,
Milt Greenblatt, Bob Ijams, Bob
Dewey, Bob Lauppe and Jack
Lyons. Dewey, a Cat transfer, will
not be eligible for varsity competi
tion until 1940.

Local Racketeers
Receive Two
Setbacks
During the past week the Stock
ton Junior College suffered a pair
of drubbings at the hands of Sac
ramento J. C. and Modesto J. C.
respectively. Last Saturday Sac
ramento's Wildcats beat the locals
into submission five matches to
two, and on Wednesday Modesto
gave the Cubs another five to two
lesson.
Results follow:
SACRAMENTO MEET
SINGLES
1. Davis
def.
Browne
7-5,
6-4 (S).
2. Klippel def. Hunefeld 8-8,
6-3 (S).
3. Nathan def. Banchio 4-6, 6-3,
7-5 (S).
4. Hutcheon def. Carlson 6-2,
6-1 (SJC).
5. Hutchins def. Meizlisch 6-4,
6-2 (SJC).
DOUBLES
1. Davis-Nathan def. BrowneBanchio 1-6, 7-5, 7-5 (S).
2. Klippel-Carlson def. Traphagen-Hutcheon 6-3, 7-5 ((S).

Davis Meet Marks Opening Of
Bengal Cinder Campaign

KJELDSEN'S MERMEN TO
MEET AGGIES SATURDAY
Local Jaysee Aquatic Stars Set To Cop
Their Fifth Straight Victory
Stockton Junior College mermen
will be out to increase their string
of victories to five straight when
they meet the California Aggies in
the Davis pool Saturday afternoon,
March 25. In their last meeting
Stockton Junior College trimmed
the Aggies with ease.
Next Wednesday Lodi Hi will be
guests of Stockton Junior College
in a friendly battle of splashes.
This will be the second meeting of
the two teams this season. In
their last meet Stockton J. C.
emerged triumphant.
THREE RECORDS SET
In the past two meets the Cub
mermen have set three new pool
records. While handing the Cal
Aggies a thumping last Saturday
they set two Pacific pool records.
Fred Van Dyke proved to be the
big gun when he shattered two
records in one afternoon. First
he broke his own 220-yard free
style record of 2:27.8 by cruising
the course in 2:23.1. He followed
up by smashing th^ 150-yard back
stroke record, held by Withycomb
of San Jose, of 1:49.2. He sped
the distance in 1:45.
Tuesday's meet brought Les Jacobson to light when he shattered
Windsor of San Jose's record of
3:04.5. He swam the four pool
lengths in 2:55.7, winning by one
full lap.
DRUB BRONCOS
On Tuesday, March 21, Coach
Chris Kjeldsen's boys handed the

Board Members
At YWCA Meet

333 E. Main St.
GLEASON'S
DRUG STORE

"Believe It or Not"

PAT'S STICKER CONTEST
- • . offering to the person submitting the
best Pacific sticker to be used for coming
year a prize of 10 gallons of Richfield gaso
line. Copies must be in before March 31st.
Judges: PAT MIRAGLIO
BILL BECKER
DICK EATON
FOR FURTHER DETAILS, STOP AT—

Pat Miraglio's Motor Service

2405 Pacific Avenue

Bengal Aces Favored
Over Davis Squad

Tomorrow morning at ten o'clock
the College of the Pacific tennis
team will attempt to win its open
ing two match series against the
California Aggie netmen at Dav^s.
Coach
Kjeldsen
will
take
the following men: Francis Hellman, Russ Pugmire, Jack McBride, Herman Sapiro, and Ralph
Trembley or Ted Eschwig, play
ing in respective order. On April 1
a return match with the Aggies
will be played here.
Little is known about the
country-boy bombers of Davis, but
Coach George Stromgren usually
comes up smiling with a strong
team. Last year the Tigers had
little difficulty in handing the
Aggies a double lacing in their two
match series, but new additions
to the Davis contingent may cause
the locals trouble.
TIGERS HIT FORM
The varsity squad has been
working hard and Coach Kjeldsen
believes they will be in much bet
ter form than they were several
weeks ago when they receipted
for a severe drubbing at the
hands of the San Jose Spartans
Francis Heliman has withstood
successfully the challenges of
squad members and appears to be
much improved.
Russ Pugmire is rounding into
mid-season form and has ad
vanced to the number two posi
tion on the ladder. Jack McBride
is showing more consistent form
Herman Sapiro has smoothed out
many of his faults and his court
covering is much better. Ralph
Trembley has mastered his ten
dency to throw in the towel when
he makes a few bad shots, and
his timing has also improved.
With LEW FORD, Pacific's conference pole vault
WATCH ESCHWIG
champion and high jump ace, ready for a big year, the
Ted Eschwig has been advancing
Tiger varsity track team has high hopes as it opens its
rapidly on the ladder and may
season tomorrow against the Aggies at Davis.
be the man to watch several
weeks from now. Marcello Umi
peg, Gene Fuller, Dave Mathews,
Hal Kniveton, Woody Eschwig,
and Bob Wentz are displaying im
proved form and are giving the
team members trouble.

MODESTO MATCHES
SINGLES
1. Dixon
def.
Browne
6-3,
6-1 (M).
3. Banchio def. Cannizaro 6-4,
6-4 (SJC).
4. Misen def. Hutchins 6-3,
6-0 (M).
5. Hogan def. Hutcheon 6-1
6-0 (M).
DOUBLES
Four members of the S.C.A. Ad
1. Dixon-Cannizaro def. Browne
visory Board attended the meeting
Hunefeld 6-4, 3-6, 6-4 (M).
2. Banchio-Hutchins def. Kohl of the Y. W. C. A. at the University
er-Hogan 6-2, 6-4 (SJC).
of California in Berkeley last week.
Mrs. W. Fred Ellis, Miss Eleanor
McCann, Miss Ellen Deering, and
Our New
Mrs. Harold Jacoby constituted the
Address group which met together with
members of other advisory boards
in this district.
To celebrate the Golden Jubilee
Near the State Theatre
of the Y. W. C. A. was the purpose
of the meeting at which there was
discussion led by Marion Reith,
the executive chairman of the
W. E. C. A. for the Asilomar region.
Luncheon was at 1 o'clock, fol
Tel. 2-4112
lowed at 3 o'clock by the re-dedica
tion service of their new building.
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Tigers Feature Heavy
Line And Fast Backs

Donner Summit To Be Scene Of
First All-College Ski Tourney

Ibttgal

Tiger Netmen Varsity Trackmef
Meet Aggies
To Battle Aggies^^^
Tomorrow

Phone 2-9513

Last Call For
Baseballers!

Santa Clara Varsity a 58-to-17 shel
lacking. Rangy Bob Owen proved
to be the iron man of the team
by winning the 220-yard free style,
and the 440-yard free style. Imme
diately following the 440 Bob com
peted in the 440-yard free style
relay, winning his lap (100 yards)
with ease.

All baseball players at Pa
cific who are interested in
playing baseball this spring
and summer under the spon
sorship of a local merchant
are urged to be present at the
Important practice at Oak
Park tomorrow morning at
9:30.
Pat Miraglio, Pacific Ave
nue gas dispenser, is inter
ested in backing the team if
the fellows are interested in
playing. If tomorrow morn
ing's turnout is poor, there
will be no baseball squad of
Pacific men this year.
It's the last chance for
everyone, including Frosh.
Will you be there?

SUMMARIES
300-yard medley relay—Won by
S. J. C. (Gnekow, Owen, Van
Dyke).
50-yard free style—Won by F.
Van Dyke (SJC), Filipponi (SC),
second; Stone (SJC), third, 25.9.
100-yard free style — Won by
Rigor (SJC), Bannan (SC), sec
ond; Simpson (SJC), third, 1:05.4.
220-yard free style —Won by
Owen (SJC), Reilly (SC), second;
Connolly (SC), third, 2:36.5.
440-yard free style— W on by
Owen (SJC), Connolly (SC), sec
ond; Chance (SJC), third, 5:50.9.
150-yard back stroke—Won by F.
Van Dyke (SJC), J. Van Dyke
(SJC), second; MacDonald (SC),
third, 2:02.4.
200-yard breast—Won by Jacobson (SJC), Gnekow (SJC), second;
Schinazi (SC), third, 2:55.7 (new
record).
Diving —Won by Ward (SJC),
Davies (SJC), second; Fillipponi
(SC), third.
400-yard relay— W on by SJC
(Rigor, Simpson, Owen, F. Van
Dyke).

Stockton Choirs
In Joint Program

Masterpieces On
Display In Weber
The San Francisco Museum of
Art Travelling exhibit, "Master
pieces of European Art from the
Past," is now being shown in the
corridor on the second floor of
Weber Hall.
A Jampling of masterworks
illustrating special aims and tri
umphs in the art of many coun
tries and ages down to the pres
ent time is being shown. Included
are works by Giotto, Leonardo
Michelangelo, El Greco, Rem
brandt, Hals, Vermeer, Goya, and
others.
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On Easter morning, April 9, from
7 to 8 o'clock, the choirs of Stock
ton churches are uniting to give an
hour of music over Station KWG.
It is estimated that 150 voioes will
be combined in this broadcast
program.
David L. Harms, graduate of the
College of Pacific and director of
the choir at the Grace Methodist
Church of Stockton, will be in
charge of the large group of
singers.
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Ask Us for a Free Trial

STANDARD
Office Equipment Co.
340 E. Weber — Dial 6-6627
TERMS - - RENTALS

COVERT

SUITS

WITH HAND-NEEDLED EDGES
Climb aboard the Covert wagon for Spring.
Hand-needled edges, 3 button Covert Suits in
natural color and half shades of green,
brown and blue faultlessly tail
ored by University Club Clothes. .
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Burns Elected To
Y. M. C. A. Post
At a conclave in Long Beach
Saturday and Sunday, February 25
and 26, Robert E. Burns, College
of the Pacific, registrar, was elected
vice president of the Pacific South
west Area of the Young Men's
Christian Association, "which em
braces the states of California, Ne
vada, Utah, Arizona, New Mexico
and West Texas.
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